
 

CHAPTER 1 
 
 

1885 
 
Major Nicholas Toles was a rising star at Select Forces. Officers and other 
soldiers considered him a master military tactician and leader. Agents 
thought him cunning and courageous. The two other agents who served 
directly with him on so many assignments knew him as a loyal friend, too. 

On a spring morning at London headquarters, the major listened 
intently to Robert Sullivan, a senior agent most recently assigned to monitor 
a unit of young agents. The role provided a crucial in-field assessment. 
Acting as monitor was the last assignment given to an agent before formal 
retirement, and Sullivan was ready to live out his life quietly with his wife in 
Devon.    

What the major heard caused him to tap a solitary finger on his desk 
to quell his growing frustration. He had exactly three problems, and they 
were the agents in the unit he directed. Richard Stansby, already the Earl of 
Layton; Jeffrey Hale, now direct heir to his father, Viscount Trent; and 
Adrian St. Clair were intelligent, skillful, and brave. The major held great 
hopes for the men he personally enlisted and trained. 

This mission was not the first for the unit. The agents had 
performed successfully on several occasions. They had not yet been 
monitored, and this most recent assignment was unusually dangerous. The 
task was swiftly completed, the mission achieved.  

However, the young men completed too much work. They 
performed many acts themselves rather than leaving much of it for the army 
or any other group that would consider punishment of foes not only as 
appropriate justice but also as an honor.  

Now, back in London, Sullivan described the scene to Major Toles. 
“Each man displayed brilliance and courage. Their ability to plan and change 
as required was admirable. They take each other’s counsel. You certainly 
instructed them well on disguise; they blend into their surroundings. But 
they dispensed retribution for acts they considered immoral.” 

“Is this the army’s impression also? Or are you expressing your own 
opinion?” 

“I didn’t hear or ask about the other soldiers’ thoughts. This is my 
own opinion, and that is what you wanted: the judgment of a monitor who 
has completed many missions.”  

“Yes. Exactly.” The major sighed. “We have invested so much time 
and effort in them.” 

“The unit is superior. But their decisions included the choice to do 
too much.” He added in a voice that indicated he was still appalled, “Even 



though the goal was to interfere with the insurgents’ routes and the railroad, 
there was unnecessary wreckage.” 

“They are supposed to get in, fulfill the objective, and get out. They 
are not to cause messes,” said the major.  

“What are you going to do about it?” Sullivan demanded. “They will 
undoubtedly accomplish missions, but their actions will jeopardize our own 
reputations and the respect enjoyed by Select Forces. The only saving grace 
is that they are still young and can be tempered.”  

“We need to consider further training. The kind that develops their 
humanity.”  

“And for the present?” 
The major responded without equivocation. “As of this moment, 

they are ordered to live in barracks—the most Spartan of 
accommodations—and engage in physical activity. Intense physical activity. 
You know what to arrange.” 

“Yes, sir!” Sullivan left the office praying that the major knew how 
to solve the dilemma.   

The major pondered. He needed to change course and fast. He 
remembered when another officer had a similar situation. Nicholas Toles 
was a young agent when he was asked to attend a meeting regarding an 
offending unit. The commanding officer foolishly brushed aside the reports 
about his agents and with a hearty chuckle explained to everyone that the 
men under his wing were simply fierce, just like him. No one else laughed; 
there were only the stone-cold looks on the faces of the other officers. 

The agents were dismissed. Everyone heard the rumors that they 
had become mercenaries. Two of the three were dead one year later. The 
third was rumored to be somewhere in Australia. The loss of skilled 
manpower and the accompanying wasted expense of training elite soldiers 
was a catastrophe. The commanding officer was sent on assignment for an 
indeterminate length of time. His name was never mentioned again.   

Major Toles vowed that no such disgrace would befall either him or 
his unit. He formed a plan involving a quiet but unspecified city away from 
London. The major was anxious to hear the report from an agent who 
recently returned from an assignment in a remote area of England. The man 
described the countryside as verdant and lovely. But answers to the major’s 
questions revealed a disqualifying feature: the area was too small and too 
poor to absorb three young men who needed seasonal work. 

Much of the major’s days and evenings were spent examining maps 
of England and just thinking. His own success was due to intelligent work, 
well-spent efforts, and plain good fortune. 

Major Toles worked long hours and was usually exhausted at the 
end of each day. He was greatly aggravated when, several days after meeting 
with Sullivan, his wife reminded him that she accepted an invitation to 
attend a dinner party and one of the other guests was a young member of 



parliament. The major expressed his unhappiness in the most strident terms 
while dressing for the evening. His wife, accustomed to her husband’s 
complaints and having long ago learned her way around them, commiserated 
with him while turning her lips upward into a pleasing smile.  

“Something beneficial might come of the evening, Nick,” she said. 
“After all, my darling, we can never be acquainted with too many 
parliamentarians. Someday one might prove helpful.”  

The major considered his wife’s counsel, and engineered a seat next 
to the politician. A lone footman who brought a platter to the dining room 
banquette left the room putting newly earned money into his pocket and 
looking in the opposite direction as the major rearranged place cards at the 
dining table. When the guests took their places, the hostess knew 
immediately that someone changed the seating arrangements. But she could 
not identify the offender; certainly none of her servants would do such a 
thing. An unattached young man smiled broadly at landing next to an 
available young lady, and after a sigh at such romantic machinations, the 
hostess let the matter rest. 

Major Toles professed delight at meeting a new member of 
parliament. The man hailed from Cumbria and cheerfully related the many 
varied qualities of the towns located there. He expounded on how the need 
for extra workers burgeoned in the summer when visitors arrived for 
holidays. The major listened intently. He asked some pointed questions that 
the young man was happy to answer, thereby displaying his own superior 
knowledge of social workings and economics.  

Luck rewarded Major Toles. He had the last part of the strategy, and 
he made quick work solidifying the details. The general in charge of Select 
Forces approved his plan.  

The major personally traveled to the district. After inquiring around 
town for potential employers, he arranged for each agent’s placement using 
the help of a woman who was listed as a Friend of Select Forces. Access to 
the lady’s name was provided only after the most stringent controls were 
met; the List of Friends was too confidential for revelation except in the 
most crucial situations.  

The major termed his agents’ work as “learning employment,” and 
he actually took pains to negotiate only subsistence pay for the young men. 
They already had professional success too fast and easily. They needed a 
pace and livelihood that encouraged reflection and personal growth.  

The men would immediately be sent to work in the Lake District. 
They were not to reveal their knowledge of each other until they met there. 
The major would also reside in the same town, unbeknownst to the agents, 
to intervene and redirect as necessary.  

Richard Stansby was engaged as a secretary and companion to an 
elderly baroness. It was not difficult for Major Toles to gauge the lady’s 
interests. When he perused her bookshelf, he saw the many novels about the 



romance of King Arthur’s court. The major gave the baroness an effusive 
description of Layton—to be known as Mr. Stansby—and the claim 
included the ridiculous assertion that the young man was as courtly as a 
medieval knight.  

Jeffrey Hale was placed as a worker to help renovate the local 
library. He would take direction from the local matrons who were library 
trustees. The major’s half-truth about Hale was that the man was strong 
enough to do whatever work the ladies might require. He believed he 
ensured his place in hell itself when he told the ladies the other, less truthful 
half of the description:  that the fair-haired Hale was a humble and devout 
man.  

Adrian St. Clair was assigned as a companion to Graham Hart, a 
young man abandoned by his mother and her new husband. The couple had 
deposited Hart with a relative before boarding a ship headed for Canada. 
Major Toles was grateful that he did not have to stretch the truth about St. 
Clair too much. He said that St. Clair was smart and practical, with enough 
energy to engage young Hart in physical activity and intellectual rigor. He did 
not include that St. Clair was impatient and, he worried, a bit harsh.  

Major Toles left the door to his office slightly ajar just before the 
interview to give the agents their new assignments. He listened to their 
conversation as they waited to see him. Their perceptions of themselves 
were profoundly incorrect; the grandiose ideas about their own reputations 
were directly at odds with the major’s impressions. Major Toles used every 
ounce of discipline to avoid throwing all three into irons.  

Layton bragged to excess as usual. “Perhaps we are going to 
Switzerland to learn mountaineering. And we should be trained there. We did 
fabulous work on the last mission.” 

“Those fiends deserved our wrath, and we gave it to them,” said 
Hale with the same conceit he habitually displayed. “It was easy, too. 
Soldiers were at the door, but why wait when we can finish the job 
ourselves?” 

“Yes, it was a fitting end to that mess,” agreed St. Clair. “And I had 
the pleasure of blowing that particular devil back to hell after what he did to 
so many innocent people, particularly the women and children.”  

“Why should we go anywhere?” said Hale. “Let’s go on holiday.” 
“I agree. I could use female entertainment,” said Layton. 
“And what about Caroline?” asked Hale. 
“She is stuck in those last dreadful years after childhood and before 

being tossed from the schoolroom onto the marriage mart. She is just there 
with those eyes wide open and nothing to spill from her lips. She stopped 
talking to me last year.” 

“How can she have much to say?” asked Hale. “She can probably 
read the disgust on your face. I doubt that she finds you much fun at all, and 



I imagine if you heard her thoughts they would register the word horrible as 
you walk past her.” 

St. Clair stretched his legs. “Her hair is pretty, Layton. It shines as 
though someone polished it.” 

“It’s just dark and straight, nothing more. And if you must know, St. 
Clair, I find your concern with every woman’s hair just plain odd.” 

“Hair is an indication of health, and Caroline seems very well, 
indeed,” St. Clair added with a broad smile. 

“He is correct on that point, Layton. Her skin is gorgeous, too,” 
Hale observed dreamily. 

“You two are turning into old women. I know my parents think they 
arranged a marriage with Caroline, but now that they are both dead, I’m 
certainly not going to be held to that nonsense,” Layton said. “Let’s go to 
Paris.” 

“We will face a tribunal and be executed when we get back. No, we 
have to go wherever the major sends us,” St. Clair reasoned coolly. “I think 
we are going to stay in England. We can just go and do what we need to do. 
Assignments never last forever.” 

No, not forever, thought the major. But long enough for all three of 
them to learn and finally develop into the kind of unit that inspired respect, 
awe, and legend. Yes, he was striving for legend. 

The truly difficult part was reserved for the major. He would go to 
Cumbria in disguise, check progress, and redirect any divergence from his 
plan.  

He told his wife that he was traveling north for the army. The 
representation contained the correct balance of candor and fiction that 
agents used successfully to their advantage. His absence from home was met 
with a little less unhappiness from his wife when he told her, “You are 
absolutely correct about so many things. You are priceless to me.” 

When Major Toles stepped onto the train headed for the Lake 
District, he appeared to be an elderly man and suffering from some sort of 
illness. 

He reported to the concerned travelers in his railcar that he was an 
academic, too unwell to continue providing university instruction but still 
able to conduct research and writing. The ruse worked. The major moved 
freely around town, silently observing his agents. The young men were to 
learn patience and decency.  

Major Toles soon knew his plans were succeeding when he saw his 
unit’s diligence and kindness made plain. 


